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Abstract. In order to develop appropriate adaptation policies for selfadaptive systems, developers usually have to accomplish two main tasks:
(i) identify the application-level constraints that regulate the desired system states for the various contexts, and (ii) figure out how to transform
the system to satisfy these constraints. The second task is challenging
because typically there is complex interaction among constraints, and a
significant gap between application domain expertice and state transition expertice. In this paper, we present a model-driven approach that
relieves developers from this second task, allowing them to directly write
domain-specific constraints as adaptation policies. We provide a language
to model both the domain concepts and the application-level constraints.
Our runtime engine transforms the model into a Satisfiability Modulo
Theory problem, optimises it by pre-processing on the current system
state at runtime, and computes required modifications according to the
specified constraints using constraints solving. We evaluate the approach
addressing a virtual machine placement problem in cloud computing.

1

Introduction

As software systems and their interactions with the executing environments are
becoming more and more complex, many systems are required to adjust themselves at runtime to harmonize with their dynamic environments. Such selfadaptations can be seen as guided transitions between system states (such as
the system’s structure, configuration, environments, etc.). A key challenge to
build such self-adaptive systems [1] is to develop the adaptation policies that
guide such transitions [2,3]. To develop appropriate policies, developers usually
need to cope with the following two concerns: (i) to identify the constraints on
the system states for the various contexts, which determine when the system
needs to be adapted, and what are the desired states after adaptation. (ii) to
figure out the appropriate transitions between system states that satisfy these
constraints. Developers specify these transitions in a policy language (e.g., in
event, condition, action (ECA) rules). Figuring out the transitions is particularly challenging, because the constraints usually have complex interactions
with each other, i.e., a transition that satisfies one constraint may violates another. Moreover, there is typically a conceptual gap between reasoning about

constraints in the application domain (e.g., cloud computing, health care, etc.),
and the specification of transitions in a state-transition model (e.g., ECA or
state machines).
In this paper, we propose a model-driven approach where developers can directly specify the constraints as adaptation policies, using concepts specific to
the application domain and applying the object oriented constraint specification language, the OCL [4]. Our runtime engine then dynamically computes the
required modifications on the current system to satisfy the constraints.
This approach is based on our previous work [5], which showed that SMT
(Satisfiability Modulo Theory) constraint solving [6] can be used to compute
adaptation decisions from constraints in First Order Logic (FOL). However, we
used a simple SMT theory based on variables and operations, and therefore it
only supports adaptation of numeric configurations. To support domain-specific
modelling of constraints, more expressive theories to encode structural information such as objects and references between them, are needed. This implicates
the challenge to transform expressive OCL constraints to SMT. Moreover, the
previous work lacks a way to assist developers in specifying the constraints. To
address these challenges, we present the following contributions in this paper.
– A modelling language for specifying adaptation policies based on MOF and
OCL, which allows developers to first specify the relevant application domain
concepts, and then the adaptation constraints applying these concepts;
– A new method to encode object-oriented models and constraints to SMT instances based on uninterpreted functions and first order logic, which enables
the use of SMT constraint solving for adaptation planning.
– A new partial evaluation semantics on OCL, which realises the systematic
transformation from OCL constraints to formulas that can be precessed by
SMT, and optimises the formulas by embedding the current system states
into them.
We have applied the approach on a representative self-adaptation problem,
the dynamic mapping of virtual machines to physical machines in clouds. The
case study shows that the approach is able to specify classical adaptation policies,
and produces desired adaptation decisions. The partial evaluation significantly
improves the performance of constraint solving, making it applicable at runtime.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces a running
example, and provides an overview of the approach. Sections 3 presents our
modelling language, and Section 4 shows how to transform the models into SMT
instances. In Section 5 we briefly discuss how to calculate the adaptation decision
using constraint solving. Section 6 shows our case study. In Section 7 related
approaches are discussed and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

Approach Overview
Motivating example

Managment of the mapping of virtual machines (VM) to physical machines (PM)
in private clouds can be treated as a dynamic adaptation problem. Different from

renting VMs from public clouds, an organisation that sets up its own private
cloud has the full control of the infrastructures (i.e., PMs) behind the VMs. As
the system keeps evolving (e.g., new VMs are provisioned, applications are deployed on VMs), the infrastructure administrators need to adjust the placement
and configuration of VMs, in order to optimise the overall deployment.
Figure 1 illustrates a simplified
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ment mainly consider resource limitations and consolidations (e.g., a single Fig. 1. A simplified VM placement problem
VM’s CPU core number should not
exceed its hosting PM, total VM memory should not exceed the PM’s capacity,
and using as few PMs as possible to save energy) [7]. These concerns implies that
we should migrate vm3 to pm1. However, there are other concerns that should also
impact the adaptation decisions. For example, based on the applications shown
in Figure 1 we can see that vm1 and vm2 are replicated for backup purposes3 . The
two VMs should be placed in different PMs so that a physical crash would not
alter both VMs making the application data unavailable. Moreover, if vm2 and
vm3 are communicating frequently, they should ideally be deployed on two PMs
that are “close” in terms of latency, or even the same PM. Considering these
two objectives, a potential modification is to swap vm1 and vm3, and decrease
the CPU cores of vm1, even though this violates the objective of consolidation.
Finally, migrating VMs is an expensive operation, and the cost is proportional
to their memory size. When a to-be-migrated VM is big in terms of memory, a
better trade-off may be to keep the current configuration.
As highlighted by the example, an adaptive system typically have many constraints, and an action that satisfies one constraint may violate others. Manually
developing adaptation policies by exhausting all the constraints to figure out appropriate actions is not practical for complex systems.
2.2

The approach

In this paper, we propose a model-driven approach to enable specifying adaptation policies as domain specific constraints. The overall architecture is illustrated
in Figure 2. Developers (domain experts) apply their knowledge of the domain to
specify an adaptation model. This includes the base domain concepts, the adaptation capability (i.e., what can be changed by adaptation), and the constraints
3

In this figure, we simplified the identification of backup relations between VMs: Any
two VMs that host applications with the same name are backup to each other
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Fig. 2. Approach architecture

applying the domain concepts to specify what are the desired system states
for various contexts. From the adaptation model, we perform an automated
adaptation at runtime, using three components. The models@runtime engine
maintains an updated instance model monitoring the system state (through a
causal connection). From the current instance model and the adaptation model,
the transformation engine interprets what the constraints imply on the current
system state, and generates an SMT instance, which is fed to the constraint
solver to compute the appropriate target system state, taking into account the
constraints, their priorities, and the cost of system modifications. Finally, the
models@runtime engine propagates the changes to the real system.
In our earlier papers, we have presented how to implement the models@runtime
engine [8], and how to use constraint solving for adaptation [5]. In this paper, we
focus on the front-end of this approach, i.e., the modelling language for domainspecific adaptation constraints, and the transformation to an SMT instance. At
this stage, we base our work on the closed world assumption, i.e., the number of
objects under each type is not subjected to be changed by the adaptation. This
assumption is reasonable in our VM placement example: It is the administrator’s
duty to provision or terminate VMs either manually or automatically, whereas
the adaptation engine takes care of optimising the deployment of them.

3

Constraint Modelling

We provide a prototype language based on MOF and OCL to assist the modelling
of adaptation policies as constraints. Figure 3 is a snapshot of the model for the
VM placement problem, taken from our text-based modelling editor with syntax
checking and auto-completion. The modelling process has two steps: defining the
concepts in the domain, and specifying the constraints applying the concepts.
The concept modelling is to specify the types of elements that compose the
system states (e.g., the concepts VMs, PMs at Line 9 and 20), the attributes of

Fig. 3. Constraints for VM placement

these types (such as VM.mem at Line 10, for the memory required by a VM), and
the relations between them (e.g., VM.plc at Line 12 records on which PM a VM
is placed). A property (attribute or relation) marked by “[*]” is a multi-valued
one. Derived properties can be defined via an OCL query. For example, the set
of backups of an VM is the subset of VM instances that host Apps with the same
name. Developers also need to define the adaptation capability of the system,
including what properties can be changed by adaptation (which are marked by
keyword config, such as VM.plc at Line 12), and the changing scope of such a
property (which is defined by an OCL expression in type of collection, such as
the domain of VM.core at Line 11).
Constraint modelling captures the developers’ concerns regarding what are
the desired system states, such as MemoryLimit (Line 24) and BackupSplit (Line
17), with the meanings discussed above. In our language, a constraint is defined
as an boolean-typed OCL expression, inside a target class. Take the MemLimit
constraint as an example, the direct meaning of the OCL expression is as follows:
For each PM, we get the hosted VMs on it (which in turn is derived from the
configurable reference VM.plc), collect the mem of these VMs, and calculate the
sum of them. Then we claim that this sum should be less than or equal to the mem
of the PM. Each constraint is assigned with a priority, indicating how important
it is. A hard constraint is the one that must be satisfied. Currently, we utilise a
simple priority modelling mechanism based on integer values between 0 and 100.
The same mechanism is also used on the cost of configurable properties, which
indicates how important it is to maintain the current configuration values, e.g.,
the cost of changing a VM’s placement (i.e., VM migration) is proportional to
the memory size.

4

SMT Instance Generation

In this section, we first give an overview about SMT, illustrated by our running
example. After that, we summarise the mapping from an adaptation model to

the SMT instance. Finally, we present a partial evaluation approach to transform
and simplify OCL constraints into formulas in SMT.
4.1

SMT overview

In order to apply automated constraint solving for adaptation, we convert the
adaptation problem into an SMT instance composed of functions and constraints, based on the theories of uninterpreted functions [9], algebraic data types
[10], linear arithmetic, and first order logic (FOL). An uninterpreted function is
a function that declares domains and a codomain, but without a definition about
the concrete mapping between them. A domain or codomain can be a primitive
data type (integer, real or boolean), or an enumeration. Here we define enumerations using algebraic type theory, which supports defining a type from limited
and disjoint constructors4 . The constraints are boolean-valued FOL formulas on
these functions, connected by arithmetic and logic operators. An SMT solver
searches possible interpretations for the functions, satisfying all the constraints.
Figure 4 shows a sample SMT instance. It is divided in three parts.
VM : {vm1 , vm2 , vm3 }, PM : {pm1 , pm2 }, int, boolean
vc : VM → int, pc : PM → int, vmem : VM → int, pmem : PM → int
plc : VM → PM, f rqt : VM × VM → bool, near : PM × PM → bool
∀vm, pm. (plc(vm) = pm ⇒ vc(vm) ≤ pc(pm))
!
X
∀pm.
ite(plc(vm) = pm, vmem(vm), 0)) ≤ pmem(pm)
vm∈V M

∀vm, vm0 . (f rqt(vm, vm0 ) ⇒ near(plc(vm), plc(vm0 ))) , ∀pm. (near(pm, pm))
vc(vm1 ) = 8, vmem(vm1 ) = 6, plc(vm2 ) = pm1 , f rqt(vm2 , vm3 )...
Fig. 4. VM placement in SMT

The first part defines the realm of this VM placement problem, in the form of
functions and their domain types. Under a closed-world assumption, the number
of objects of type VM or PM is not subject to change by the adaptation,
and therefore each type is an enumeration of its current objects (Of course,
administrators can still add or remove VMs and PMs, and the new VMs can
be moved between PMs by our adaptation engine). The functions for virtual
cores (vc), physical cores (pc), virtual memory (vmem) and physical memory
(pmem) from the enumerations to primitive types represent states of objects.
The functions placement (plc), frequent (f rqt) and near (near) represent the
relations between objects. Placement (plc) is a functional relation, specifying
that a VM is placed on one and only one PM. By contrast, frequent (f qrt) is
4

For example, an enumeration Colour with red, green, and blue can be defined as (type C::=r|g|b),
meaning that the type C has three unique constructors, any element of C must belong to one of
the three, and two elements are equivalent if and only if they belong to the same constructor.
Algebraic type theory is supported by SMT solvers such as Z3 [11]

an example of binary relation. For two VMs vm and vm0 , f rqt(vm, vm0 ) = true
means they are communicating frequently.
The second part of the SMT instance defines the constraints applying FOL
formulas. The first constraint specifies that the number of CPU cores required by
a vm cannot exceed the one provided by its hosting pm. The second constraint
specifies that the total memory size of VMs hosted on the same PM should not
exceed the memory provided by this PM. The constraint computes the sum of
VM’s memories utilizing a predefined ite(if-then-else) function from the SMTLIB standard [12], which returns the second or the third parameter based on if
the first one is true or false, respectively. The constraint denotes to iterate over
all vms, and if and only if a vm is placed on the specific pm its memory is added
to the sum. The third constraint depicts that two frequently communicating vms
should be deployed to pms that are near to each other (remark that a PM is
also considered to be near to itself).
The third part of the SMT instance expresses the current state of the model
instance as a set of equations between function calls and values. The excerpt of
Figure 4 is according to the state shown in Figure 1.
Solving these SMT constraints can be very time-consuming. However, the
constraints can be simplified significantly based on knowledge of the current
system state (i.e., the third part), making the solving much more efficient. For
example, according to Figure 1, we know that there is one and only one pair
of VMs (vm2 and vm3) that are frequently communicating, and this will not
be changed after the adaptation. Therefore, we can weave this known information into the constraints and rewrite the third constraint in Figure 4 simply as
near(plc(vm2 ), plc(vm3 )). In our approach, we provide to directly generate such
simplified constraints.
4.2

Mapping from adaptation model to SMT

In order to transform the adaptation model into an SMT instance, we need
systematic mappings from the elements in the adaptation model to their corresponding representations in SMT. Table 1 summarises these mapping rules. A
class is mapped into an enumeration, with its objects as the enumerable items,
and primitive types are transformed to the corresponding integer, real or boolean
types in SMT (according to mc in Table 1). Objects and primitive data are
mapped to enumeration items or primitive values (mo). A C2-typed single-valued
property p defined in class C1 is mapped to an uninterpreted function with one
parameter, while a multi-valued one (marked by a “*” in the table) is mapped
to a function with two parameters (mp). The two functions plc and f rqt in Figure 4 are examples for the two categories, respectively. The OCL constraints,
and the derivation and domain definitions are mapped to FOL formulas (such
as the ones shown in the second part of Figure 4). The transformation (named
PE) will be shown in the next section. Finally, we generate constraints from the
current values of properties (ms). If a single valued property p of object o has
value d, we enforce p(o) = d. However, for a multi-valued p, the value will be a

set D of data or enumeration items. The generated constraint enforces that for
any di ∈ D, p(o, di ) is true, and for any other dj , p(o, dj ) is false.
Table 1. Mapping from adaptation model to SMT instance.

model
SMT
class C with objects o1, o2
enum C {o1 , o2 }
types int, real, boolean
SMT types: Z, R, B
object o: C
enum item o ∈ C
value v:
literal value v
single property: C1.p:C2
function p : C1 → C2
multiple property: C1.p:C2[*] function p : C1 × C2 → B
constraint, derivation, domain FOL formula
property value: o.p=d
p(o)
V =d
V
o.p=D={di |i ∈ 1..n}
( di a(o, di )) ∧ ( dj ¬a(o, dj ))dj ∈ C2 − D

4.3

name
mc
mo
mp
PE
ms

Partial evaluation of OCL constraints

We use partial evaluation (PE) [13] to transform the OCL constraints into SMT
predicates such as the ones shown in the second part of Figure 4, and simplify
the results based on the static information in the current model instance. In
particular, PE takes three inputs: an OCL expression, a static model and a
context, and outputs FOL formulas. The following example illustrates how we
notate partial evaluation in our approach.
[[self.core<self.mem-2]]{self7→vm2} (ms ) = (< (core vm2) 6)
The OCL expression is written inside the brackets [[]]5 . The static model ms is
the part of a model instance that does not change after adaptation, e.g., below
is the static model corresponding to Figure 1
vm2:VM{mem=8, frqt=[vm3], app=[app1], core =_, plc=_}
pm2:PM{mem=10, core=4, near=[]}
Here we give every dynamic property (defined by config in Figure 3) an undefined value “ ”. The context τ is a map from variables to values or objects in
ms , and in this example, τ = {self 7→ vm2}, meaning that the variable self in
the OCL expression represents vm2. The output of PE is a FOL formula, written
in the standard SMT-LIB language [12] following the style of prefix notation.
This output has the same meaning of core(vm2) < 66 . In this example, since
5

6

We borrow the “[[]]” notation from denotational semantics, which indicates that PE
can be understood as another semantics to OCL language, i.e., a function from a
static model to a FOL formula, depending on a context.
We use SMT-LIB to distinguish the transformation outputs (i.e., an SMT “program”) from the calculations within the evaluation. For example (f 5) means a SMT
formula that call function f with parameter 5, while mo(o) means that PE obtains
the enumeration item for object o

vm2.mem=8 is known in ms , we directly evaluate self.mem-2 into a value 6,
whereas since vm2.core is unknown, we translate it into a function call.
The Fidelity Property PE should guarantee the fidelity of the transformation
from OCL to SMT, which means any adaptation result that satisfies the generated SMT should also satisfy the original OCL constraints, and vice versa. Specifically, a static model ms can be complemented with dynamic information (notated as md ), so that ms +md is a complete model and therefore can be fully evaluated by a common OCL engine. Fidelity means that no matter what md we give
on ms , ([[e]]τ (ms ) = [[e]]τ (ms +md ))∧ms(md ) is always true. Here, [[e]]τ (ms +md )
degrades into normal OCL evaluation, and ms(md ), as defined in Table 1, is a set
of predicates encoding the dynamic information. For example, the sample above
satisfies fidelity, because if we give vm2.core a value smaller than 6 (say 5), then
the full evaluation results true, and (core(vm2 ) < 6 = true) ∧ core(vm2 ) = 5
holds. It is the same when vm2.core > 6.
PE is executed in a recursive way, following the OCL syntax tree [4]. For
example, the first step to evaluate the example above will be:
[[self.core<self.mem-2]]τ (ms ) = (< [[self.core]]τ (ms ) [[self.mem-2]]τ (ms )),
and after that [[self.mem-2]]τ (ms ) = (− [[self.mem]]τ (ms ) 2) = (− 8 2) = 6.
In the following, we explain how we do PE by defining the transformation
rules on the typical OCL syntax structures.
We start from the basic building blocks of OCL expressions. For a literal
constant of primitive value, we directly transform it into the corresponding value
(Equation 1). For the reference to a variable v, we obtain its value from the
context τ and return it (2). The let statement (3) introduces a new variable
into the main expression. We evaluate the source expression e1 into result r, and
add a new variable mapping v 7→ r into the context dictionary τ , so that the
variable v in e2 will be r in the subsequent evaluation.
[[literal]]τ (ms ) = mo(literal)

(1)

[[v]]τ (ms ) = r, (v 7→ r) ∈ τ

(2)

[[let v=e1 in e2 ]]τ (ms ) = [[e2 ]]τ ∪{v7→r} (ms ) where r = [[e1 ]]τ (ms )

(3)

The transformation of OCL property calls is the main point to encode objectoriented structures into FOL formulas (4). We first evaluate the source expression e into result r. If r is an object (which means that e purely depends on
the static model), and r.p has a value v in the static model, we directly return
v. However, if r.p is undefined, or if r is a formula (which means that e depends on dynamic information), we compose a new formula using the functions
and constants resolved from p and r, respectively. The composition method pc
(Equation 5) creates a function call if the property is single-valued. Otherwise,
it enumerates all the objects oi in the property type, and creates an ite for
each of them: if f (s, oi ) is true then oi is returned, otherwise, an empty value
⊥ is returned. We introduce an empty value ⊥ whose semantics is that for any
binary operation ∗ and value x, x ∗ ⊥ = x. When the PE is finished, to obtain valid SMT formulas, we replace each ⊥ by the corresponding default value,

such as 0 for +, 1 for ×, true for ∧, etc. For example, [[self.plc]]self7→vm2 =
{(ite (= (plc vm2) pm1) pm1 ⊥), (ite (= (plc vm2) pm2) pm2 ⊥)}. This result satisfies Fidelity, because if we place vm2 to any PM, the result will be this PM
plus only ⊥, equivalent to the result of a full OCL evaluation. Equation (6) defines the derivation: the property call e.p will be replaced by the expression ed
defined for p, with self redirected to the source expression e.


if (r.p 7→ v) ∈ ms
v
[[e.p]]τ (ms ) = pc(mp(p), mo(r), mc(p.type)) if (r.p 7→ ) ∈ ms

(r = [[e]]τ (ms )) pc(mp(p), r, mc(p.type))
if r is a formula
(
(f s)
single-valued
pc(f, s, c) =
{(ite (f s oi) oi ⊥)|oi ∈ c} multi-valued
[[e.p]]τ = [[let self=e in ed]]τ , if ed is the derivation expression of p

(4)

(5)
(6)

PE handles and simplifies structural OCL syntax rules. For an if expression
(7), we first evaluate the condition expression e1 into r1 . If it is determined to
either true or false, we return either result of the two sub expressions. Only
when r1 is a formula, we transfer the OCL branch into an ite . The second sample
is the binary operation (8), such as +, ×, and etc. If both results r1 and r2 of
the two operands are values, we calculate the result and return it. If either r1 or
r2 is a formula, we compose a corresponding binary operation in SMT.


if r1 = true
r2
[[if e1 then e2 else e3 ]]τ (ms ) = r3
if r1 = false

(ri = [[ei ]]τ (ms ), i ∈ {1, 2, 3}) (ite r1 r2 r3 ) if r1 ∈ F
(
r1 + r2
if both r1 and r2 are values
[[e1 + e2 ]]τ = λms .
(+
r
r
)
if
r1 or r2 is a formula
1 2
(r = [[e ]] (m ), i ∈ {1, 2})
i

i τ

(7)

(8)

s

We handle composite OCL syntax rules on the basis of the primitive ones
above. The collect operation (9) is a combination of let (i.e., we evaluate the
main expression e2 repeatedly, each time with a si from the source result). The
select operation (10) is a combination of if-then-else. The resulted set will
be simplified if any ri is resolved to a true or f alse: For the former case, si will
be included into the resulted set, and for the latter case, it will be ⊥. Similarly,
forAll (11) is an extension of the binary and operation to multiple inputs. We
divide the source set s into a single element sh and the remaining set st . Then
we evaluate sh and st recursively, and combine the results by an and. The sum
operation (12) is a similar extension to the binary operation +. We regard the
size operation (13) as equivalent to first mapping each element to an integer
1, and then calculate the summary. The last important collection operations is
include (14), which is often used to check if a relation holds upon two objects
(e.g., Line 12 in Figure 3). We inspect the source set r1 from e1 , and see if there

is an item related to the target value r2 evaluated from e2 . If there is an item
r equal to r2 , the result is true; If there is an ite item in r1 whose main branch
equals to r2 , then whether r2 ∈ r1 depends on the condition r3 , and we simplify
the whole operation to this condition r3 . Finally, we transform domain definition
on a property into the following equivalent OCL expression (15): the value of
self.p on context τ must equal to one of the values limited by e.
[[e1 ->collect(v|e2 )]](ms ) = {[[e2 ]]τ ∪{v7→si } (ms )|si ∈ [[e1 ]]τ }

(9)

[[e1 ->select(v|e2 )]]τ (ms ) = λms .{[[if ri then si else ⊥]]τ (ms )}
si ∈ s = [[e1 ]]τ (ms ), ri = [[e2 ]]τ ∪{v7→si } (ms )

(10)

[[e1 ->forAll(v|e2 )]]τ (ms ) = [[rh and st ->forAll(v|e2 )]]τ (ms ),
rh = [[e1 ]]τ ∪{v7→sh } (ms ), {sh } ∪ st = s = [[e1 ]]τ (ms );

(11)

[[e1 ->sum()]]τ = [[rh + rt ->sum()]]τ ; {rh } ∪ rt = [[e1 ]]τ

(12)

[[e->size()]]τ = [[e->collect(1)->sum()]]τ


true if ∃r ∈ r1 : r = r2
[[e1 ->include(e2 )]]τ (ms ) = r3
if ∃ite(r3 , r2 , ) ∈ r1

(ri = [[ei ]]τ (ms ), i ∈ {1, 2}) false otherwise

(13)

[[domain e on p]]τ = [[e->exists(x|x=self.p)]]τ

(15)

(14)

We use the MemLimit constraint at Line 24 in Figure 3 as an example to
show how PE works. The constraint is evaluated on the two PM objects, and
Figure 5 shows the main steps on pm1. The PE starts from self.hosting, and
is redirected to its derivation (the two OCL constraints are shown in the first
two lines of Figure 5). From allInstances, the engine obtains a set of three
VM objects, and the following select transforms it into a set of if-then-else.
Inside it, v.plc calls a configurable property, and is therefore evaluated to a ite.
After that, we push the following equation into the ite. As pm1=pm1 is always
true, and ite(x, true, ⊥) = x, the set is simplifed again. Getting back to the
main expression, collect substitutes the mem value for each VM object, and
sum joins the three elements by “+”, and replace ⊥ by 0. Finally, we get the
inequality as the final output.
self.hosting->collect(e|e.mem)->sum() <= self.mem
derive PM.hosting: VM.allInstances()->select(v|v.plc=self)
:
allInstance: {vm1, vm2, vm3} v.plc: (ite (plc v pm1) pm1 ⊥) self: pm1
v.plc=self: {(ite (= (ite (plc v pm1) pm1 ⊥) pm1) vm1 ⊥)... }
{(ite (ite (plc v pm1) (= pm1 pm1) ⊥) vm1 ⊥)... }
select: {(ite (plc vm1 pm1) vm1 ⊥), (ite (plc vm2 pm1) vm2 ⊥), (ite (plc vm3 pm1) vm3 ⊥)}
collect: {(ite (plc vm1 pm1) 6 ⊥), (ite (plc vm1 pm1) 8 ⊥), (ite (plc vm1 pm1) 4 ⊥)}
sum: (<= (+ (ite (plc vm1 pm1) 6 0) (ite (plc vm2 pm1) 8 0) (ite (plc vm3 pm1) 4 0)) 20)

Fig. 5. Sample partial evaluation steps

5

SMT Solving

Using the generated SMT instance, we leverage an extended constraint solving
approach [5] to calculate the appropriate adaptation actions. The generated SMT
instance is composed of FOL formulas (SMT constraints), originating from the
current context values, configuration values, and adaptation constraints. The
latter two categories are weak constraints, meaning that they can be violated
when necessary. Each weak constraint has a weight generated from a constraint
priority or a property cost. The first step is to identify a subset of constraints that
we need to remove from the SMT instance in order to make the rest satisfiable.
We use a weighted constraint diagnosing approach to find such a subset with
the lowest total weight. The second step is to compute the system modifications
to satisfy the remaining constraints. Details of this constraint solving approach
can be found in our earlier publication [5].
Going back to our running example in Section 2.1, we have shown three
potential adaptation solutions, i.e., migrating vm3 to pm1, switching vm2 and
vm3 (and decrease pm2.core), and do nothing. They correspond to three diagnosis: {BackupSlipt, FrequentNear, mem-cost}, {mem-cost×2, core-cost,
Consolidation}, {BackupSlipt, FreqentNear}, respectively, and the second
one has the lowest total weight of 120 (4 × 10 and 8 × 10 for migrating two
VMs, and 20 for decreasing vm2.core). The corresponding adaptation solution
is vm1.plc=pm2, vm3.plc=pm1, and vm1.core=4.
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Case Study

We apply the approach on the VM placement problem extended from the running
example, and use this case study to evaluate: (i) the expressive power of the
adaptation modelling language; (ii) the effect of transformation and constraint
solving; (iii) the performance improvement achieved by our partial evaluation.
Implementation. We implement the adaptation modelling language on the
Xtext framework and DresdenOCL toolkit [14], with a text-based syntax and
a fully functioning editor (as is shown in Figure 3). We choose Z3 [6] as our
constraint solver, and implement the OCL partial evaluation to generate SMT
instance in Z3Py, a python-based SMT representation. The generated result is
fed into the constraint solving based adaptation engine that we presented in our
previous work [5]. The source code is hosted at github.com/songhui/cspadapt
Adaptation modelling. Our adaptation model on VM placement is based on
the general cloud computing concepts from CloudML [15]. We use OCL constraints to model the policies that originate from the following research approaches: 1) Deployment constraints from CloudML, such as 64 bit VM should
run on 64 bit PM. 2) Resource limitation and consolidation [7]. 3) Cost of migration [16]. 4) Load balancing between PMs [17], e.g., immigrating VMs out of
overloaded PMs, and scatter the VMs with synchronized peak times. 5) Run-time
observed logical relations [18], such as frequently communicating VMs should be

placed closely. 6) SLA matching [18], such as VMs with high stability requirement should be placed to specially protected PMs.
All the constraints are specified in a natural and domain specific way, similar
to the ones shown in the running example 3. The final adaptation model can be
downloaded from thingml.org/dist/diversify/casestudy.constraint. The
adaptation modelling shows the language’s expressive power to specify different
adaptation policies, and also reveals a major benefit, i.e., to ease the combination
of the policies from different origins.
Adaptation behaviour. We test the adaptation model on simulated cloud
configurations. From a starting model instance, we randomly generate changes
to the system, and feed the changed model to the adaptation engine. The engine
outputs the suggested changes, and records the main constraints it followed and
discarded when making the decision. Table 2 lists some sample traces. We choose
the ones that are from the same starting state (as shown in Figure 6, where m
and t stand for memory and throughput, respectively), and are only involved
in 8 particular constraints. When we enlarge vm2 (see #1 in Table 2), vm1 is
migrated, because it is smaller and therefore cheaper to move. However, when
vm2 exceeds the capacity of pm1 (#2), itself is migrated. Their destinations are
different because of the constraints we listed in the table. When we enlarge vm4
(#3), the more expensive vm5 is moved, because moving vm3 to any PMs would
break more expensive constraints. When vm5 has bigger throughput (#4), vm4 is
moved out to the sole valid destination pm6. But since it has synchronised peak
time with vm6, the latter is moved to pm2 to avoid vm4. When vm7 has bigger
throughput (#5), considering its high stability requirement, the engine moves
vm9 and vm10 out of the other stable PM to make a room for vm7. However,
when vm7’s stability requirement is lowered down (#6), the engine will move it
to a not-so-stable PM, to avoid the cost of moving two VMs. #7 illustrates how
we do consolidation: when v8 is not active, the engine moves it out to free pm4,
because the cost of immigration is lower than the weight of the consolidation
constraint. When vm6 and vm9 are observed to be frequently communicating,
the engine moves vm9 to a nearby PM, and brings vm10 as well. The numbers of
constraints in follows and discards imply the complexity of making the decision.

sync

vm1
m:2, t:2

sync
backup sync
frqt
vm2
vm3
vm4
vm5
vm6
m:2, t:2 m:1, t:3 m:3, t:3 m:6, t:2 m:2, t:1
64bit
64bit
sta:1

pm1
m:4 t:10
64bit

pm2
m:4 t:10
64bit

near

vm7
m:2, t:2
sta:9

pm3
m:16 t:5
64bit, stable

frqt
backup
vm8
vm9
vm10
m:1,t:10 m:1, t:1
m:2, t:1
sta:9

pm4
m:4 t:20

near

Fig. 6. Starting system status of the sample results

pm5
m:4 t:10
stable

Table 2. Sample adaptation actions from the VM placement case study.
MC=Migration Cost, SP=Synchronized Peaktime, LB=Load Balance, ML=Memory Limit,
BU=Backup, FR=Frequent Communication, ST=Stability, CS=Consolidation, B64=64 bit

#
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8

change
vm2.m:3
vm2.m:5
vm4.m:4
vm5.t:5
vm7.t:6
vm7.t:6, vm7.st:1
vm8.t:1
frqt(vm6,vmm9)

adaptation
vm1->pm4
vm2->pm3
vm5->pm3
vm4->pm3, vm6->p2
vm7->pm5, vm9vm10->pm3
vm7->pm4
vm8->pm2
vm9->pm2, vm10->pm3

follows
MC SP LB BU
ML BU
MC ML FR BU B64
B64 BU ML FR LB
FR ST LB
MC LB
CS BU
MC LB FR

discards
CS
MC CS
MC CS
MC ST CS
MC CS
ST CS
MC
MC CS

Performance. The runtime performance of constraint-driven adaptation is acceptable for medium sized systems. We create 6 model instances from the adaptation model on VM placement. In this models, the total number of VMs and
PMs are from 15 to 60, and total number of properties are from 140 to 560.
For each case, we launch the standard adaptation process for 50 cycles, each
started from randomly generated changes (0.5 to 8.5 changes in average), and
the average adaptation durations are 0.1, 1.4, 2.2, 7.1, 7.9 and 12.3 seconds, for
each model instance. The experiments are performed on a MacBook Pro with
Intel i5 CPU and 4G memory. The performance is acceptable since it is still a
short time relative to the time it takes to modify topologies and configurations
in cloud. Typically migrating one virtual machine in a cloud takes from a half
to several minutes. In order to inspect the improvement caused by partial evaluation, we run another 50 cycles for each case from random changes, but with
partial evaluation switched off, generating FOL formulas as shown in Figure 4.
The adaptation durations are then 0.3, 8.2, 31.5, 49.3, 51.3 are 129.2 seconds,
which are significantly longer than the ones with PE. Furthermore, the fraction
of reduction increases with the larger models (e.g., the fraction is 3 times faster
for the simplest model and about 10 times faster for the largest one)
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Related Work

Research approaches on self-adaptive systems provide many different ways to
define adaptation policies. The ECA type of rules are most widely adopted, such
as the event triggering in [19] and [20], the guard-action rules in [21], etc. Kephart
and Walsh [22] discussed the advantage of declarative policies over imperative
ECA rules. Floch et al. [23] utilise declarative properties and utilities functions to
capture adaptation policies, but they require predefined system configurations
instead of calculate them at runtime. The DiVA project [24] defines a small
language to capture constraints as policies, and utilises the Alloy constraint
solver to obtain the result. In this work, we support the general purpose OCL
language with higher expressive power, and tolerate the conflicts in constraints.
Software engineering techniques, especially model driven engineering, is widely
used to tame the complexity of developing adaptive systems. One branch is to

model the system states in high-level architectures, such as in [25] and [26].
But the policies on top of their architectures are essentially ECA rules. Another
branch is to support the development process of self-adaptive system. Brun et al.
[27] propose a general programming model for self-adaptive systems, based on
control loops. Cheng et al. [28] and Baresi et al. [29] use goal-based modelling to
help derive adaptation policies from requirements. Such approaches are complementary to the work in this paper, and one of our future plans is to utilise goal
models to help identify and organise adaptation constraints from requirements.
The transformation from constraints to SMT instances is related to the approaches that generate constraint satisfiability problems from class diagrams
[30,31] or OCL constraints [32], for the purposes of design time verification.
When using constraints to guide adaptation at runtime, the searching space for
constraint solving is much smaller than at design time, because the context data
are known and not changeable. This is the main idea behind our partial evaluation to optimise the generated SMT problem, and differentiate our approach
from the existing ones. Partial evaluation [13] is a compiling technique to optimise target code by pre-processing constant values in the source code, and is
widely used to support domain specific languages [33]. In our approach, we widen
the concept of “constant values” to the current context in an adaptive system.
The modelling process for adaptation constraints is inspired by the construction of domain-specific modelling languages [34,35]: We support domain experts
in defining the concepts in a particular application domain, and then the constraints are specified in a domain-specific way, applying these concepts.
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Conclusion

This paper presents a model-driven approach to developing self-adaptative systems. We provide a language for modeling declarative adaptation polices, in the
form of domain-specific constraints. Our runtime engine generates an SMT problem from the constraints, optimises it based on the current system state, and
calculates the appropriate system reconfigurations. From our previous work, the
new contributions in this paper include a modelling language, a new method to
encode structural information in object oriented models into SMT, and a new
partial evaluation semantics on OCL based on the encoding.
The main limitation of the current approach is the closed world assumption.
In practice, we loosen this assumption by adding a small number of stub objects
before constraint solving, and if any stub object is referred by a real object after
the solving, we launch a create-object request to the system. Our future work
on this is to generalise this approach and assist developers in customising where
a new object is required. The approach can be also used together with an outer
adaptation loop that adds or removes VMs, either a manual or an automated
one. The case study in the current stage is still a proof of the idea. We will seek
for bigger scale applications involving third-party developers, based on our cloud
computing research projects.
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